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Duty of Carriers as to Protecting Passengers Against Conta-

gious Diseases
(Bogard's Administrator vs. Illinois Central Railroad Co. (lip.),

/.;.') 8. II'. lt. 85« i

The Court of Appeals of Kentucky affirms a judgment for
the defendant company in this case, which was brought to
recover damages for the death of a child from measles,
Uleged to have been contracted from another passenger on
0,le of the defendant's trains. The evidence tended to show
that a man entered the car and took a seat next to and in
"u- rear of that occupied by the child and its mother; that
">s fact manifested an eruption much like measles, nnd that
'"' leaned forward with his head resting much of the time
°n the back of their seat; also, that the conductor when he
'"ok up the man's ticket raised his hat as if to see his face.
"lit, if the man had the measles, it did not appear from the
evidence that the conductor discovered it. It was true that
t'ie inference of such knowledge, arising from his lifting the
'ml of the passenger as his head rested on the back of the
s,"il in Iront of him, might be indulged. Hut it was equally
lls reasonable, the court says, to infer that the conductor
"opposed the passenger was asleep, and raised his hat for i lie
Purpose of awakening him, that lie might take up his ticket;
""d, if «o, a cursory view of his face under the circum-
stances might not have enabled the conductor, unskilled as he
w'<8 in diagnosing diseases, to discover that its appearance was

""usual, or indicative of his being affected with measles.
'I'be trial judge instructed the jury, in substance, that,

Although they might believe from the evidence that the child
11 I <il measles contracted from a fellow passenger on the

oefeudant's train, they should nevertheless find for the dol'ond-
''"I, unless they further believed from the evidence that the
conductor in charge of the train knew or discovered that such
Passenger was afflicted with the measles, in time, and by
'"' use of ordinary care, to have prevented the child from

Contracting the disease, and at the sanie time protect, as far
"s tbe use of ordinary care would enable it lo do, the health
01 the passenger afflicted with the measles. In the Supremo
Court's opinion, the instructions correctly stated the law.

No liability should be made to attach to a railroad coin-
',:'".v in a case, like this, in the absence of proof that the
Officers or servants in charge of its train, on which the person
'"nining to have been injured was being carried as a passenger,*d some knowledge or notice that a passenger thereon was
'ullicted with a contagious disease and then failed to promptly
exercise ordinary care to prevent contagion to other passen.
í>ls on the train, such as the circumstances would admit of,
'"""idcring the duty of the railroad company, both to the
I'lissenger alluded with the contagious disease and the passen-
°ei' entitled to protection against contagion therefrom.

t'he question here was: When did it become the duty of
,e defendant's conductor to protect the child from the injury

'"'"plained of? Obviously, the moment the conductor dis-
overed there was a passenger aboard the train alllicted with
'e measles, a contagious disease, calculated to endanger

"""a u life or health. Adoption by the courts of the rule
diligence contended for by the plaintiff's counsel would

'Mniie all carriers of passengers to keep on each of its trains,
it each of its passenger stations, a skilled physician to

^iiiiiiue every person obtaining or demanding transportation,
;lv"id the possibility of receiving a passenger affected with
contagious disease. Neither innkeepers, proprietors of

Waters, schools, nor churches, have ever been subjected to
'. "l'n an unreasonable rule of diligence, and no sound reason

Perceived for applying it to carriers of passengers.
.

 " common carrier, independently of the contractual relation,
under a general obligation to receive and carry on its trains
proper persons who apply for transportation iijid oiler to

|M.V the régulai- fare for such service. Hy the term "proper
'"'uons" ¡8 mpant persons whose status or condition apparently

title them to be carried as passengers. On the other hand,

the carrier has the right to refuse to receive or carry as

passengers, improper persons; that is, persons whose condi-
tion or conduct is such, from Intoxication, disorderly conduct,
contagious diseases,, or other things, as to make their presence
on the train dangerous to the lives or health of other passen-
gers. Likewise, if the condition or conduct of a person, after
being received as a passenger, becomes such as to endanger
ihe lives or health of other passengers, or to unreasonably
annoy or offend them, it is the right aild duty of the carrier's
servants in charge of the train, on receiving notice thereof,
to eject such offending person from the train; but in doing so

they must also exercise due care to protect his health and
person from danger or unnecessary discomfort. In such a

Case the carrier is bound to exercise a reasonable discretion,
according to conditions as they reasonably appear at the
time.
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1. Malaria in Panama.—Hrem has studied twenty-seven
cases of pernicious malaria with reference to hemoglobinuria.
In twenty-two of these hemoglobinuria was demonstrable. In
eight instances there were traces only of hemoglobin in tho
urine; in seven the gross appearance of the urine suggested
the probability of hemoglobin; in the other seven cases the
hemoglobinuria was of blackwater intensity. Four of the five
patients without hemoglobinuria were comatose with but few
parasites in the peripheral blood; two died and at autopsy the
brain capillaries were found to be thrombosed and contained
numerous parasites, while there were but few in the spleen
and bone marrow. The fifth patient had a heavy peripheral
infection, about 0 per cent, of the corpuscles containing para-
sites. He was very ¡11, but did not become comatose and no

hemoglobin could be demonstrated in his urine. A consideration
of pernicious malaria with hemoglobinuria, and the transition
cases between it and erythrolytic hemoglobinuria, strongly
inclines Brem to believe that both forms nre due directly to an

hciniilysin produced by the malarial parasite. The estivo-
aiitiimmil organism is nearly always the one concerned. The
mechanisms of the production of the two types are, it is
thought, essentially the same, but differ markedly, as a rule,
in degree. The small amount of experimental evidence so far
collected tends to confirm the above views. One of two expia-
nations may account for the irregularity and infrcquency of
hemoglobinuria in malarial infections:

A. HIITerent strains of parasites may generate heniolysln that
varies in quantity (a' Intensity with (he strain, or with environment,
thai is Inimical to the parasites, such ¡is ipdnin or relative inuiiu-
niiy in malaria resulting from previous Infections,

Í:. An anlihciaolysin may be formed, as a rule, during the incuba-
tion period of malarial infecí ions, when gradually Increasing doses
of parasitic Ueiiiolysiu are presumably being liberated. In tills case
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